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Introduction 
Lambek and Rattray [4] have studied localizations at injectives in complete cate- 
gories. Naturally one wonders about the complete categories of rings there are five 
nice examples to consider, rings, commutative rings, commutative regular rings, 
strongly regular rings and the category of p-rings for a fixed prime p. PC is a p-ring if 
the equationsxp = x, and px = 0 hold universally in R . The case p = 2 provides the 
familiar category of Boolean rings. The article [5] was written to show that there 
were no injectives of interest in these categories, other than in the known cases of 
p-rings which were studied by Haines [2]. Michael Barr pointed out that to localize. 
it suffices to have injective effacements. We show below that there are no interesting 
injective effacements in these categories either. By ring we mean ring with 1, and all 
homomorphisms are unitary. The author wishes to acknowledge the hospitality of 
l’tlniversite’ de Poitiers, and the support of his university, The Canada Council (W 
750463) and The National Research Counci! of Canada (A 7752). As well thanks 
to Michael Barr for criticisms of an earlier draft. 
Asin [l] let * denote regular monomorphisms, and recall that an injective ef- 
facement for R is a monomorphism R + T such that every diagram 
R-T 
t 
s-s’ 
can be completed to a commutative $:quare by a map S’ + T. It is clear that the zero 
ring is an injective effacement for itself in each category of rings we will consider. 
AS is well known if R * T is a regular monomorphism then it is the equalizer of two 
* On leave at l’universitf de Poitiers, France. 
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namely the two maps that occur in its cokernel pair 
Lemma I. Let R - T equalize m and N as above and let X = &Ja be a set csf 
commuting indeterminates. Let Y = ( Y~]~,=J and 2 = @&=A be commuting irr- 
determina tes, arzd let He ya and z, commute as well. Thert R is the equalizer of the 
maps m’, II’: T [X] + q Y U Z] , where m’l T = m, n’( T = N, arrd for each Q, 
m’(x,) = _vcu, n’(x,) = z,. 
Proof. Obvious. 
If cy # 0, then x, - xp is not a zero divisor in T[X] , nor are _ycu - _v@ and z, - za 
in U[ Y U Z] ; let z be the multiplicative subset of T[X] generated by the x, - xp‘ 
ar # p, and let V be the multiplicative subset of U[ Y U Z] generated by all ~9~ - _Q, 
and z, - zp, cy # fl. Let m” and cl” be the maps from S-lT[X] to V-lU[ Y U Z] 
induced by nz’ and 11’. 
Lemma 2. The equalizer of m" and 11” :S-lT[X] + V-bJ(Y uZ] isR. Thus 
R + S-1 T [X] is a regular monomorphism. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose thatf(xl, . . . . x,)ln(xi - xi) is in the equal- 
izer. Let g (respectively h), denote the result of applying ~1 (respectively n) to the 
coefficients off. One has 
whence 
Notice that if zi occurs in n(zi - zj) then it occurs in ll@l, .r.t 2,& SQ 121, . . . . x,&are 
all the zi in the equation, and similarly for theyi. Suppose, without lass of generality 
that “1 _ 22 occurs in n(zi - Zj), Then h(zl, . . . . z,,) vanishes when one lets 21 = 22, 
and this implies that z 1 - 2 
% 
divides h(2l. . . . . z,,) by viewing the latter as a polynomial 
in z1 over U[22, . . . . z,,] , an dividing by tire manic 21- 22 to get a zero remainder. 
Sinceq -_ 22 isa i lowzero divisor, one can cancel it from both sides of (#) and con- 
tinue the process until both sides are free of z’s and 11 has been reduced to a constant 
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the above const fuel ions 
sen to commute. 
= Consider the diagram 
where the vertical map is the identity on R. lxf the diagram be closed by 
f : S- 1 T[q + R. Now if R # (0) and if x41. xB E X, a # p, then &) # f(xp) since 
5% - xoI is a unit in S-V(X) andf(x, - xa) =f(xat) - f(xp). Thus T has catdinal- 
ity at least that of X. But X has arbitrary cardinality. so this allows for a contradic- 
tion. 
now consider the cast of commutative regular rings. Suppose that all letters 
have their earlier meanings, in particular R- T is a regular monomorphisml and 
that R and Tare commutative regular. T[X] is not regular but, as noted by Kennison 
(3,421 it generates a regular ring. T*(X], by adjoining quasi-inverses. Similarly 
U(U U Z] generates a regu and it is clear that m and 11 extend uniquely to 
maps, say m@, n’ : T w [X) + u Z] , whose equalizer is still R = Also, by the con- 
struction of T* IX], if x, + xp. x, - x0 remains a non-zero divisor in T* [Xl. and it 
is therefore a unit. This means that the argument of Proposition 3 can be repeated 
to give, 
Needless to say, in the @ate s, f0r any prime p (in particular I3oolca1~ 
rings) effacements exist because one has enough injectives. 
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